You Might Be More Psychic Than You Think!
Developing Your Soul Abilities
for

Your Spiritual Growth & Ful llment
= Our Brand New Tenth Set of Remote Classes in This Series =
The Overall Theme for This Set of Remote Classes:

Create & Transform Your Life:
Psychic Tools for Having Great Communication

10/15 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC64 - Clean Up Your Act!
Energy Work for Detoxing Your Own Communication Space
11/05 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC65 - Your ‘Hello’ Sets Your Course:
Energy Work for Creating Purposeful Communication
12/10 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC66 - Stop Arguing With Yourself!
Energy Work for Harmonious Self-Communication
01/14 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC67- Creating Opportunities For Saying ‘Hello’:
Energy Work for Opening Up Communication with Others
02/04 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC68 - Clearing Your Psychic Throat:
Energy Work for Getting Yourself Heard
03/04 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC69 - Communication For Getting Things Done:
Energy Work for Successful Collaboration
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04/01 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC70 - Socializing For Fun Communication:
Energy Work for Sharing the Joy of Life

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,
Do you know what every relationship is based on? Communication. Every healing begins
with some kind of “hello”. In fact, the single most important function of your body is to
serve as your instrument for communication. As an immortal soul, you incarnated here in
a world of time and space to learn to communicate. Communication is essential for you to
create and to transform your life on your path to ful lling your purpose.
When you communicate, you are creatively expressing who you are. And you creatively
express yourself every moment of every day—even while you sleep—whether or not you
are aware of it. You can’t help it because as spirit, you simply are. Being that you are fully
creative by nature, you are always creating and being your creative self. So, you are
continuously expressing your creative psychic self in this world, even when you believe
you are silent, keeping a secret to yourself, or doing nothing at all. There are no secrets, no
hiding. You can run, but you can’t hide—at least, not for long.
If you are creatively expressing yourself all the time anyway, you might as well become
more aware of how and what you are communicating. Then, you would be able to more
consciously choose how and what you communicate. After all, you are the light of the
world. Isn’t it time you owned up to your function in this world? Remember, it doesn’t
serve your purpose here to hide your brightness.
To help you realize your innate creative power and what you are already unconsciously
expressing, and learn to communicate with awareness more of who you are in the world,
we welcome you to join us for our brand new set of seven Zoom-Classes to help you
Create & Transform Your Life by learning Psychic Tools for Having Great
Communication. This new set of classes is part of our popular ongoing series, You Might
Be More Psychic Than You Think! We welcome you to sign up for any or all of these
Zoom-Classes and create and transform your communication and your life by stepping up
your creative expression as the light of the world.
Please scroll down below for the individual titles and class descriptions. See you in class
soon!
With enthusiasm, love, and joyous celebration of life,
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Michael

Create & Transform Your Life:
Psychic Tools for Having Great Communication
10/15 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC64 - Clean Up Your Act!
Energy Work for Detoxing Your Own Communication Space
It’s time to Clean Up Your Act! But perhaps not in the way you might think. Before you can
shift yourself out of a rut or transform your life in any big way, you have to examine how
you have been communicating with yourself and clean up your own inner communication
space. You’ll nd that detoxing your communication space of any non-productive and
even toxic energy will do wonders for your creativity. Not only that, but it’ll change your
life—and relationships—for the better. It’s like detoxing your body from years of eating
junk food—you’ll feel clean, refreshed, and much more alive. In this class, you’ll learn to
do psychic energy work to not only clear out your internal communication with yourself,
but re-set your own inner communication space to revitalize your life and creativity. No
matter what you plan to do next in your life, this will help you do it more successfully and
with greater ease and enjoyment.
11/05 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC65 - Your ‘Hello’ Sets Your Course:
Energy Work for Creating Purposeful Communication
“Hello.” Such a simple and common word, but it’s one that has the power to open the
locked security doors to the greatest treasures when used correctly. Your “Hello” sets your
course on whatever journey you wish to embark upon. It’s your GPS that gets you headed
to your desired destination. One of the factors that makes the biggest difference in whether
you access the power of “hello” or not is how aware you are in saying your “hello”. Are
you truly aware of your purpose for saying “hello” to anyone about anything? When you
learn to consciously create the space to communicate with a clear purpose, you tap into
the power of the “hello” and you set your course that will take you to your destination. In
this class, you’ll learn to do psychic energy work to help you create that purposeful
communication and get yourself going in the right direction.
12/10 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC66 - Stop Arguing With Yourself!
Energy Work for Harmonious Self-Communication
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Do you ever nd yourself arguing with yourself in your head? You might be worried about
a loved one, but you are con icted about what to do. Or you might be berating yourself
for having done something you shouldn’t have done or having done something incorrectly,
at the same time trying to justify your actions to yourself. Somehow, you’re not at peace,

you’re divided. Do you want to stay con cted or continue to argue with yourself? Or
would you like to declare a cease- re and get back into a harmonious relationship with
yourself? If so, this class will teach you to do psychic energy work to help you bring about
a much more harmonious communication with yourself and bring peace into your mind.
Remember, “united we stand, divided we fall.” Before you can do anything successfully,
you need to be on the same page with yourself.
01/14 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC67- Creating Opportunities For Saying ‘Hello’:
Energy Work for Opening Up Communication with Others
Have you ever had a time when you really wanted to talk to someone you didn’t know or
weren’t too familiar with, but had a hard time just starting a conversation? Sometimes, it
may seem hard to just walk up to a stranger and say, “Hello”. After all, what do you say
after that initial “hello”? Plus, what if the person isn’t interested in talking with you? What
if they think you’re some kind of creep or stalker? Or you may not even gotten yourself to
a place where you would nd anyone interesting to you to communicate with? You’re
de nitely not alone in that kind of experience, but what are people missing when they fail
to connect or lose that opportunity to make a new friend? What they didn’t do was to
create the opportunity for them to say “hello”. When you create ample opportunities for
saying “hello”, those opportunities not only show up for you, you’ll nd it easy to open
that door and say the rst “hello” to anyone. In this class, you’ll learn to create those
opportunities and be ready to say “hello” when those opportunities show up in front of
you. You’ll also learn invaluable tools to help you do psychic energy work to create and
open up the space to communicate with others.
02/04 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC68 - Clearing Your Psychic Throat:
Energy Work for Getting Yourself Heard
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Ahem! Sometimes you might nd yourself clearing your throat before you speak. Why do
you do that? Perhaps, you had a little irritation in your throat or you merely wanted to
make sure that your voice wouldn’t crack when you spoke. Or you may simply have been
a bit nervous to talk. You might have been a bit concerned of being rejected, ignored, or
not heard. A similar thing happens even more often on the inner levels of your
communication. In fact, just like your vocal cords and physical vocal mechanisms that
help you talk out loud are in your throat area, a big part of your subtle energetic
mechanisms for your psychic communication are located in your throat area. So, if you
clear your psychic “throat”, you’ll nd that you’ll not only have an easier time
communicating, but even more than that nd that others hear you more. In this class,
you’ll learn to clear your psychic throat and fo energy work to get yourself heard more by
those you wish to communicate with.

03/04 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC69 - Communication For Getting Things Done:
Energy Work for Successful Collaboration
Getting anything done, especially getting done effectively and successfully, requires good
communication. Of course, that begins right at home with yourself. Even if you are the
only one doing the job or the project, you need to be in good communication with
yourself to get it done well and in a timely manner. That becomes even more essential
when you are working as part of a partnership or team. It takes great communication with
everyone involved to get things done successfully. In this class, you’ll learn about
communicating for those times you need to get things done and get them done well. You’ll
also learn psychic tools to do energy work to cultivate a successful and enjoyable
collaboration with others. After all, if you separate work and enjoyment, what kind of work
will you get done?
04/01 Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
ZC70 - Socializing For Fun Communication:
Energy Work for Sharing the Joy of Life
Do you ever communicate with others just for fun? Of course you do! In fact, isn’t that one
of your favorite kinds of communication? It may not take much imagination to picture
yourself sitting around the dining table with a group of good friends laughing and
communicating over a wonderful meal. Who cares what you’re all communicating about,
right? Yet, who says all communication can’t be just as enjoyable? In fact, if you’ve ever
had a boss or colleague at work who made it feel like you were there with friends just
communicating about things of mutual interest? Socializing for fun communication isn’t
restricted to just at parties with friends or at home. You might not want socializing to take
over what you’re trying to accomplish at work, but you need to be able to bring in at least
a little more intimacy to create a more enjoyable communication no matter where you are
or what you’re doing. That involves sharing the joy of life that is within you with others.
You can’t truly be a social person without being yourself in relationship to others in
communication. In this class, you’ll learn what the true “social” aspect of communication
is and how to do energy work to help you share more of who you are inside and the joy
that is part of your inner life with others in communication. It’s high time you enjoyed
communicating with anyone about anything!

